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Agenda 

The Art and Science of Credentialling with the International 
Coaching Federation  – Jonathan Drew and Suzanne Lines   
Why bother investing your precious time and money to get a credential with the International Coaching Federation? How does this connect 
you to the global coaching community? How can you maximise the process and gain real value in doing so? How much of the process is an 
art and how much a science? This whirlwind session aims to answer everything you always wanted to know about credentialling but were too 
busy, too disinterested or too afraid to ask. the new ICF core competency model and will also explore each competency.

We are live on Zoom from 07:30. We recommend joining us a few 
minutes early to test your connection,  audio and camera settings

The Triple Crown of Diversity: For a Coach, for a Team, for Society 
– Professor Claire Collins and Pavita Cooper    
This session will be structured around a number of key questions that we raise concerning the partnership of coaching 
(and mentoring) and diversity. We aim to show that coaching can be a powerful tool for strengthening diversity from a 
number of perspectives. As experts in creating more diverse, equitable and inclusive communities, Pavita and Claire 
will explore the potential of the coach, the coachee and the supervisor in promoting more diverse and inclusive cultures.

Being a CEO Whisperer: Coaching C-Suite Executives 
– Professor Manfred Kets de Vries and Dr Caroline Rook   
At this critical juncture for humankind, leaders that are proficient in magical thinking aren’t going to solve our problems. We need leaders 
whose outlook is based in reality. We need reflective leaders who are willing to face their strengths and weaknesses, and who use their 
own experiences to build new understanding. 

In this Q&A session with Caroline Rook, Manfred Kets de Vries explores the pitfalls of leadership and the challenges for professionals 
who work with senior executives in today’s cyberspace environment. He will not only discuss what makes leaders derail, but also what 
can make them more effective.

Allyship in the Global World Order – Dion Johnson 
The pandemic spotlighted stubborn, prolific global problems and predicaments affecting us all. Inequality injustice and 
indifference abound and are still a reality in 2021 – it’s no longer appropriate to explore professional development without 
thinking about how we become part of their solution.

Dion Johnson comes to share what she is learning about the need for a joined-up approach and allyship in the closing of societal gaps that 
undermine unity and wellbeing for all peoples.

Discover three keys to successfully engage with ‘the real work’ of showing up, speaking up and shaking things up together – both 
individually and collectively.

12:00 Lunch break and networking

10:45 Stretch break and networking

09:00  Welcome – Professor Jonathan Passmore

07:30  Bright and early session

11:15 Keynote session

09:15 Keynote session

10:00  In conversation with… 



T The Role of Coaching in Africa’s Development: A Practitioner’s Perspective 
– Nankhonde Kasonde van den Broek 

It is not possible to separate the role of coaching in Africa from the development of Africa. One is a powerful means and the 
other is the desired end state. During this session we will explore the importance of coaching and coaches in Africa. We will take a brief look 
at the landscape of coaching in Africa and highlight the new drive on the continent to amplify existing and create new coaching models and 
metrics. I will share some insights into what led me to create Zanga African Metrics and a unique leadership workstyles questionnaire for 
development in Africa.

The PERFECT Scan: How to Harness all you know – Professor Carol Kauffman 

Imagine you are with a client. Things are moving quickly. You are unsure of the best way to move forward, where resources 
are underdeveloped or obstacles unseen . PERFECT stands for scanning the Physical, Environmental, Relational, Feeling, 
Effective Thinking, Continuity (pull on past, present and future) and Transcendent layers of information and accessing tools from each. 
Each component draws on multiple theories and can help to organise the body of knowledge in your head and identify where to grow. 
This framework of frameworks has great practical utility to help find the interventions that will most serve your clients. 

Global Coaching for our VUCA World – Professor Philippe Rosinski  

Tackling today’s complex challenges requires going beyond traditional coaching. In this keynote session, Philippe will show 
how global coaching helps to promote the versatility and purposefulness necessary for greater impact, sustainable progress 
and meaningful success. Global coaching is an integrated coaching development approach that calls upon multiple perspectives (physical, 
managerial, psychological, political, cultural and spiritual). It is for leadership, team and organisational development, to serve multiple 
stakeholders and the world at large.

What is the Role of Equity in Coaching, Coaching Education and Research?  –  Dr Terrence E Maltbia  
We strive to create, and maintain, egalitarian relationships with the people we coach. There are, however, some cold hard truths: 
we cannot realise social justice without addressing injustice; the need for antiracism is rooted in racism; and true equity is achieved 
only by dismantling the systems that sustain inequity. This session explores: (1) Is the coaching profession immune from the broader dynamics of 
bias and power dynamics omnipresent in society? (2) What evidence exists that the coaching profession has been proactive in attending to these 
human dynamics? (3) What are our collective commitments to truly engage in coaching for equity?

16:30 The Henley Centre  for Coaching Awards
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Journey to AC and EMCC Accreditation - Julie Haddock Millar and Jeannette Marshall  
This session aims to give you the facts about becoming a professionally accredited coach and/or mentor with the AC or EMCC and outline 
the process that you will need to follow.
By the end of this session you will have:

13:00

13:30

14:15

15:30 Keynote session

17:00 Closing session

18:00 Close #CoachingConference21

16:15 Stretch break and networking

15:00 Stretch break and networking

Keynote sessions

• identified the various accreditation routes

• clarified what the eligibility and competency requirements are

• reviewed the application process to become an accredited    
 coach and/or mentor

• established what coaching and mentoring accreditation 
 is and explored your accreditation experience

• identified the benefits of accreditation

http://coaching@henley.ac.uk
http://henley.ac.uk/coachingcentre

